Wood Fence Brace/Cornor Post Guide

Minimum Post Dimension Specifications

Post Dimensions 5" OD minimum Hole Depth Min 3 ½ ft.

Horizontal Brace: min. 7 ft. Long, Height min. 36” from ground

Pipe 1 ½ Dia. Angle Iron 2 ½ x 2 ½ x ¼ Weight per ASTM A 120

Wood 3” OD minimum diameter

Diagonal Tension Wire Specifications

2 Complete Loops of Standard Double Strand Barbed Wire 12 ½ gauge or 9 Gauge Smooth wire

Coating Galvanized Class 1 per ASTM A 121

Breaking Strength ASTM A 121

Barbed Wire Specifications

Standard Double Strand Barbed Wire 12 ½ gauge

Coating Galvanized Class 1 per ASTM A 121

Breaking Strength ASTM A 121

3-Post Corner and 3 Post In-Line Brace Assemblies

Needed for change in angle greater than 15 degrees and stretches greater than 1320'

See Reverse page for more examples and specs